
Jasfel Analytics Launches Revolutionary
Predictive “No-Show” Solution for Federally
Qualified Healthcare Centers

Jasfel Analytics New Solution Harness

Data to Reduce No-Shows and Increase

Utilization

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED

STATES, January 25, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Jasfel Analytics,

the vanguard of healthcare analytics, is

thrilled to introduce its groundbreaking

predictive “No-Show” solution. Leveraging sophisticated machine learning algorithms for

unparalleled accuracy. This innovative technology can accurately anticipate patient no-shows at

medical facilities bringing improved standards in patient care while also providing cost and

We are thrilled to introduce

our Predictive No-Show

Solution. It's a game-

changer for FQHCs looking

to improve patient care,

increase revenue and

improve the overall patient

experience.”

Gary Mann, CEO, Jasfel

Analytics

revenue savings.

Jasfel Analytics powerful “Predictive No Show” solution

enables healthcare providers to stay ahead of the curve -

harnessing historical patient data and uncovering patterns,

it predicts exactly which patients are likely to cancel their

appointments. By utilizing this insight wisely through

proactive outreach or double-bookings, healthcare

providers can cut down on the costly issue of missed

appointments while boosting utilization rates from slots

that would have gone empty.

The state-of-the-art solution increases profits by reducing

no-shows and helps healthcare providers optimize their scheduling and resource allocation for

maximum efficiency. With tailored customization to fit each facility's specific needs, our easy-to-

implement tool is the perfect choice for hospitals, clinics, and any other medical organization

looking to streamline operations while saving costs.

"We are thrilled to introduce our Predictive No-Show Solution to the healthcare industry. It's a

game-changer for healthcare providers looking to improve patient care and save on costs. With

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://jasfel.com


our solution, facilities can increase

revenue, save on resources and

improve the overall patient

experience." - Gary Mann, CEO, Jasfel

Analytics.

For more information about Jasfel

Analytics Predictive No-Show Solution,

please visit our website at

https://jasfel.com/  or contact us at

info@jasfel.com to schedule a meeting

with our team.

ABOUT JASFEL ANALYTICS

Jasfel Analytics is a trusted advisor to c-suite executives in Federally Qualified Health Centers

(FQHCs) and hospitals. They provide comprehensive analytics, consulting services, and insights

to help organizations identify opportunities for improvement and profitability. Jasfel Analytics

provides an in-depth data analysis and helps organizations develop comprehensive strategies for

optimizing operations, improving patient outcomes, and increasing revenue. Their experienced

team of consultants have a deep understanding of the complexities facing FQHCs and healthcare

providers, enabling them to provide tailored solutions tailored to each organization's unique

needs. Their services can help organizations achieve maximum efficiency, save time and costs,

and improve overall patient care.
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